ABSTRACT A new overlapped multiplexing principle is revealed that points out the overlapping between consecutive and adjacent data symbols is never an interference but a beneficial coding constraint relation. The heavier the overlapping the higher the coding gain. The destroy facts coming from outside the system is the only interference. Under such a principle an improved channel capacity is obtained, which points out the channel capacity is linear to SNR rather than logarithm to SNR of the channel.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are two misconceptions of today's communication theory against common knowledge. First, the overlapping between consecutive and adjacent data symbols should be avoided otherwise there would be ''interference''. However the overlapping in all directions of the elementary components (e.g. bricks) of a construction (e.g. a wall) definitely makes the construction strong. Therefore, the overlapping in whatever the dimension i.e., time, frequency or spatial, definitely make the link stronger; Second, communication and transportation system are essentially the same, except one is sending bits, another is sending goods. For a given moving speed and road condition, the drawing power of a transportation system should be at most linearly with its capacity (tons/h). While according to Shannon theory, for a given bandwidth and noise power, analogy to road condition, the received signal power of a single-channel system should be at least grow exponentially with its capacity (bits/s) at light propagation speed. Why is there such a huge difference between them?
Basic information theory [1] indicates that Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel has very high capacity (spectral efficiency) that is the sum of each sub-channel. The only Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel discovered so far is MIMO [8-19 etc] . but it is a multiple-channel system only working in rich scattering propagation environment. If there exists a system working in any propagation environment without multiple-channel, is essentially an Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel? The author attempts to give such an answer.
A real independent parallel Gaussian channel system should have two basic features:
• Each sub-channel has its own independent Gaussian noise and independent input data.
• All sub-channels share the same time-frequency-spatial resources. In addition, the following 4 features must also be included:
• The total SNR is the sum of SNR of each sub-channel.
• System Capacity (spectral efficiency) equals the sum of capacity of each sub-channel.
• System Capacity (spectral efficiency) should be linearly with the total SNR.
• System has an extremely high capacity (spectral efficiency). Except the multi-antenna system in rich scattering propagation environment (MIMO), no systems so far can form an Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel system.
The Overlapped Multiplexing Principle is a new principle discovered by author, revealing that the overlapping between consecutive and adjacent data symbols is no longer to be considered as an interference. Instead, such overlapping provides a beneficial coding constraint relationship, the heavier the overlapping the higher the coding gain. Based on the above principle, two independent parallel transmission schemes OVTDM (Overlapped Time Domain Multiplexing) and OVFDM (Overlapped Frequency Domain Multiplexing) were proposed [2] , [3] , [5] respectively. In order to form K independent parallel channels, OVTDM employs K shifted versions of h(t − kT /K )(k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1) as its multiplexing waveform, where h(t) is the channel impulse response function with finite duration T . Similarly, in order to form K independent parallel channel, OVFDM employ K shifted version of H (f − kB/K )(k = 0, 1, . . .) as its multiplexing waveform, where H (f ) is the channel transfer function with finite bandwidth B (single side). Although both schemes lead to severe overlapping between adjacent data symbols, their system capacities (spectral efficiency) can be significantly improved [2] , [3] , [5] . Because time and frequency are in duality relation, their performances are identical when h(t) and H (f ) have the same waveform. Thus OVXDM may be used to describe a general case, where X now may denote any even hybrid domain. Theoretical analysis can be found in [2] , [3] , [5] . In order to test the favorable performance of OVXDM, extensive verifications have been made independently and repeatedly by hundreds of people over the last ten more years. The tested SNR and system capacity (spectral efficiency) do show a linear rather than an exponential relation.
It is well known that H (f ) and the corresponding h(t) form a pair of Fourier transform, denoted by H (f ) ↔ h(t).
When the bandwidth of H (f ) is strictly limited to B, the corresponding h(t) can be described by an independent sample sequence with interval 1/2B. The classic Shannon Channel Capacity was obtained just under such condition, as well as OTDM (Orthogonal Time Division Multiplexing) etc. When the duration of h(t) is strictly limited to T , the corresponding H (f ) can be described by a sequence of independent samples separated by 1/T Hz. OFDM etc. are established under such condition.
OVFDM and OTDM etc. all employ channel H (f ) with limited bandwidth B. To carry data information, OTDM etc. only employ time domain independent samples separated by 1/2B sec. However, except time domain samples, OVFDM also employ frequency domain samples. That is the essential difference between OVFDM and OTDM etc. Since when the bandwidth of H (f ) is limited to B, the time duration T of h(t) goes to infinity. Therefore the independent frequency domain sample interval 1/T → 0. Thus much dense samples can be taken in frequency domain resulting in a much higher capacity (spectral efficiency) of the channel, and no matter how dense the samples are taken the signaling still belongs to slower sampling.
OVTDM and OFDM etc. all employ channel h(t) with limited time duration. To carry data information, OFDM etc. only employ independent frequency domain samples separated by 1/T Hz. However, except frequency domain samples, OVTDM also employ time domain samples. That is the essential difference between OVTDM and OFDM etc.
Since when the time duration of h(t) is limited to T , the bandwidth B of H (f ) goes to infinity. Therefore, in the time domain, the independent sample interval 1/B → 0. Thus much dense samples can be taken resulting in a much higher capacity (spectral efficiency) of the channel, and no matter how dense the samples are taken in time domain the signaling still belongs to slower sampling.
Is OVXDM essentially an Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel system only with single channel? Theoretical analyses [2] , [3] , [5] and a huge number of independent simulations have proved that OVXDM can achieve extremely high channel capacity (spectral efficiency). The threshold SNR of OVXDM is roughly linear to channel capacity (spectral efficiency). All those features of OVXDM are identical to Independent Parallel Gaussian Channels. OVXDM is indeed an independent parallel Gaussian channel system. It is well known that the independence in MIMO are coming from the independent complex Gaussian fading as well as the independent Gaussian noise in their sub-channels. Where does the independent Gaussian property of OVXDM subchannels come from? There does exist Independent Parallel Gaussian sub-channels hiding in OVXDM, due to that the independence of each sub-channels are formed by the independence of both input data and Gaussian noise in their subchannels. Finally, the author derives the capacity of OVXDM in AWGN channel by the maximum mutual information of channel input and output. The results show that the capacity of OVXDM is linear rather than logarithmetic with SNR. Thus a new theoretical foundation for building a communication system with super high capacity (spectral efficiency) has been established.
II. CLASSIC INDEPENDENT PARALLEL GAUSSIAN CHANNEL MODEL AND SOME BASIC RELATIONS A. CLASSIC INDEPENDENT PARALLEL GAUSSIAN CHANNEL MODEL
According to Cover [1] , a classic Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel model is shown in Fig. 1 . The output Y k of each sub-channel is the sum of input X k and Gaussian noise Z k with zero mean and variance P N ,k .
where X k denotes the input random variable with zero-mean that is mutually independent and also independent to Z k . Its average power is P S,k = E{X 2 k }.
Channel capacity C k is achieved by the maximum mutual information:
where P(X 0 , . . . , X K −1 ) is the distribution of (X 0 , . . . , X K −1 ). The steps of obtaining capacity C K of the Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel are similar to single Gaussian channel, in addition to the independence among subchannels [1] . The steps are briefed as follows:
Let
The mutual information of (X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X K −1 ) and
Owing to the independence of X k and Z k , we have
According to Shannon (1948) and [1] , [4] , [7] , the channel capacity (maximum mutual information) is achieved if and only if X k are independent random variables with Gaussian distribution.
Under the condition that when the bandwidth of subchannel is B k and independent white Gaussian noise power spectral density is N 0 , each sub-channel can be described by a discrete memoryless (uncorrelated, namely independent) sample sequence with a sampling rate of 2B k symbols/s. The capacity of such Independent Parallel Channel C k can be found as
where N 0 (watts/Hz) is the noise power spectral density. When each channel occupies the same bandwidth B and has the same power P s /K , the capacity C k is
Obviously, in order to prove OVXDM is an Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel system, it's only necessary to prove that OVXDM can be divided into parallel sub-channels with independent Gaussian noise.
B. WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE AND ITS REPRESENTATIONS AFTER PASSING THROUGH FREQUENCY-LIMIT AND TIME-LIMIT CHANNEL 1) DEFINITIONS
Let n(t) ↔ N (f ) be zero-mean white Gaussian noise process, the power spectral density of n(t) in frequency domain is
where the scale of N 0 is in watts/Hz. The power spectral density is also white in time domain with
where the scale of N 0 is in watts/Sec. In frequency domain, symmetric upper and lower sideband are produced after modulation, they carry the same information. Whenever moving to base band negative frequency would appear. While in the corresponding time domain, under physical realizable condition, there is no ''negative time'' or symmetric ''sideband time'' carrying the same information. In spite of the overall power (energy) is infinite of such white noise in the whole time and frequency region, the power in these two domains must be the same. Therefore the power spectral density (single side) in frequency domain should be numerically the same as it in time domain (only with different scale). For simplicity the scale of power spectral density in either frequency or time domain will no longer be indicated respectively later. The correlation (covariance) function of the white Gaussian noise in time domain is the Fourier transform of its power spectral in frequency domain as
And the correlation (covariance) function of the white Gaussian noise in frequency domain is the Fourier transform of its power spectral in time domain as
2) REPRESENTATION OF WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE PASSING THROUGH A BANDWIDTH-LIMITED CHANNEL
Assuming white noise pass through a channel with limited bandwidth B, H (f ) = 0, ∀ |f | ≥ B, the output of the noise in time domain can be described by a discrete memoryless (uncorrelated) sample sequence with interval t B = 1/2B as
where:
where n l (l = 0, ±1, ±2, · · · , ±∞) are zero-mean independent Gaussian variables with bandwidth B and covariance
The distribution of n l is
3) REPRESENTATION OF WHITE GAUSSIAN NOISE PASSING THROUGH A DURATION-LIMITED CHANNEL
Assuming white noise pass through a channel with limited duration T , h(t) = 0, ∀t / ∈ [0, T ), the output of the noise in frequency domain can be described by a discrete memoryless (uncorrelated) sample sequence with interval f T = 1/T as
where N l are the zero-mean independent Gaussian variables with duration T and covariance
The distribution of N l is
III. OVXDM AND OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING PRINCIPLE Fig. 2 is the OVXDM system model. In which OVTDM employ channel h(t) with finite duration T , OVFDM employ channel H (f ) with finite bandwidth B. The complex envelop of the received K folds OVTDM signal is
That is usually considered as the ISI (Inter-symbol Interference) model among K consecutive date symbols.
The received signal can also be represented as
Based on II, n n (t) are obviously independent Gaussian. The complex envelop of the received K folds OVFDM signal is
That is usually considered as the ACI (Adjacent Channel Interference) model among K adjacent channels.
, the received signal can also be represented as
where
Based on II, N n (f ) are obviously independent Gaussian. The signal of OVXDM is heavily overlapped (22, 24) . However its equivalent form (23, 25 ) is a convolutional coding model revealing a coding relation between input and output sequence. However interference model only gives a relation between input and output symbol with coding constrained length only 1. It is well known that the longer the coding constrain length the higher the coding gain. Both theoretical analyses [2] , [3] , [5] and huge number of independent simulations have proved such fact. Thus an Overlapped Multiplexing principle is naturally appeared. The principle reveals that the overlapping between consecutive and adjacent data symbols is never an interference but a beneficial coding constraint relationship, the heavier the overlapping the higher the coding gain, the destroy facts coming from outside the system is the only Interference.
IV. IMPROVED CHANNEL CAPACITY ON AWGN CHANNEL UNDER OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING PRINCIPLE

Just opposite to traditional thinking, for bandwidth limited H (f ) and duration limited h(t).
The signaling symbols are just taken in their own not dual domain. In this way extreme dense signaling samples can be obtained, resulting in a much better improved channel capacity will be obtained.
A. OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY ON AWGN CHANNEL WITH LIMITED BANDWIDTH B
For bandwidth limited H (f ) the classic capacity C on AWGN channel was given by Shannon as
where P S is the average power of received signal, N 0 is the power spectral density of white Gaussian noise. Since the interval 1/T between independent samples in frequency domain now goes to 0. OVFDM may take K independent cluster samples (27) in frequency domain, and no matter how large K is, the signaling still belongs slower sampling. It is known from (26) that in such case the Gaussian noises in K sub-channels are independent.
It's well-known that FTN (Faster than Nyquist) [20] - [32] also employ H (f ) with limited bandwidth B, but its signaling is still taken in time domain. FTN just takes advantage of the fact that the absolute bandwidth of roll-offed H (f ) is wider than its Nyquist bandwidth, resulting in a limited faster signaling gain. The smaller the roll-off, the less the FTN gain. If there is no roll-off, FTN gain goes to zero.
Except time domain samples, OVFDM mainly takes samples in frequency domain. To evaluate channel capacity, the only condition is that the channel has limited bandwidth. Channel capacity C is the theoretical maximum data rate. Theory can only reveal the existence not to construct the real encoder's structure. According to basic Shannon's theory, the channel capacity C is
In OVFDM, the input of the channel is x(t), the output of the channel is y(t) = x(t)+n(t), n(t) is a white Gaussian noise with power spectral density N 0 in both time and frequency domain.
Since H (f ) has a limited bandwidth B, x(t), y(t) as well as n(t) can all be described by N t = 2B independent samples in time domain per second respectively. In addition, there are also K independent cluster samples of each time sample in frequency domain, where K has no limitation as described above. In this way, y(t), x(t) as well as n(t) can all be described by N = 2KB independent samples per second. These samples can be divided in two parts, and the first part is the sample sequence in time domain per second:
The second part is in frequency domain, there are K independent samples in each of their time symbol x n t , y n t , (n t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , 2B − 1):
The mutual information between x n t and y n t on AWGN channel is given in (32) .
I (x n t , y n t )
According to (17) :
Shannon has proved that the mutual information reaches the maximum when x n t ,k is statistically independent zeromean Gaussian random variable, as
where σ 2 x is the variance of each x n t ,k , which is the average power of a sample. Since there totally are 2KB samples, thus,
Thus the maximum mutual information between x n t and y n t in time domain is max P(x n t ) I(x n t , y n t ) = 1 2
Hence, the capacity of the OVFDM system is the sum of maximum mutual information of all 2B samples in time domain per second, then,
If only independent samples in time domain, i.e. K = 1 is considered, (37) reduce to the classic Shannon Capacity.
When
B. OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY OF TIME-LIMITED AWGN CHANNEL
Due to the dual and symmetric property between OVFDM and OVTDM, by employing the similar steps as in A, the channel capacity of OVTDM employing channel impulse response function h(t) with limit duration T, i.e., h(t) = 0,∀t / ∈ (0, T ), can be easily obtained as
It can be seen that the capacity of OVTDM and OVFDM are completely in identical form, but parameters are in its own domain, e.g. T in OVTDM corresponding to B in OVFDM, the value of N 0 in both domain are the same but have different scales.
V. PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY A. OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY OF TIME-LIMITED CHANNEL (OVTDM)
OVTDM employ h(t) with limited duration T, except frequency domain samples with interval 1/T Hz have taken, in each of its frequency sample, K cluster independent samples have also be taken in time domain, which are treated as the hidden K parallel independent Gaussian subchannels. Because the corresponding system bandwidth B now approaches to infinity, much denser time domain independent samples can be taken. As long as the relative time shift of such K sub-channel is none-zero, the Gaussian noises in such K sub-channel are mutually independent. Coupled with the independent input data, Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel with large capacity can be achieved. Basic conditions and operations are as follows:
• The system impulse response h(t) is real and duration is T ;
• If the total power of receiving signal is P S , the power of received signal in total sub-channel in a K folds OVTDM system can be described as P S ,k ,
• The capacity of each independent sub-channel is
OVTDM employs shifted time-limited h(t) to perform overlapped multiplexing. Since the independence of Gaussian noise samples n n (t) (24) , K folds OVTDM is equivalent to K Independent Parallel Gaussian Channels, The spectral efficiency of OVTDM is equivalent to the sum of K independent parallel channels with the capacity
In addition, there are T independent samples in frequency domain per Hertz, coupled with orthogonal transmission in I and Q channels when impulse response h (t) of the channel is real. The final capacity of OVTDM should be 2T times of formula (40), described as
In particular, when the power of received signal in each sub-channel is P S,k = P S K , we have
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B. OVERLAPPED MULTIPLEXING CAPACITY OF FREQUENCY-LIMITED CHANNEL (OVFDM)
OVFDM employ H (f ) bandwidth limited B. Except time domain samples with interval 1/2B sec. have taken. Each of its frequency domain sample, K cluster independent samples have also be taken in time domain, which are treated as the hidden K parallel independent sub-channels. Because the corresponding time duration T of h (t) now approaches to infinite, much more frequency domain independent samples can be taken. So long as the relative frequency shift of such K sub-channel is none-zero, the Gaussian noises in such K subchannel are mutually independent. Coupled with the independent input data, Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel with large capacity can be achieved. Basic conditions and operations:
• The transfer function H (f ) of the channel has a limited bandwidth B;
• If the total power of receiving signal is P S , the power of received signal in a K -folds OVFDM is
• The capacity of each independent OVFDM sub-channel is
OVTFDM employs shifted bandwidth-limited H (f ) to perform overlapped multiplexing. Since the independence of Gaussian noise samples N n (f ), K folds OVFDM is equivalent to K Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel, The spectral efficiency of OVTDM is equivalent to the sum of K independent parallel channels with the capacity
In addition, there are 2B independent samples in time domain per second, so the final capacity of OVFDM should be 2B times of (46), that is,
In particular, when the power of receiving signals in each sub-channel is P S,k = P S K , we have
When only using independent samples in time domain instead of frequency domain, (48) reduces to the classic Shannon capacity.
When K → ∞,
It can be seen that the overlapping capacity in time-limited channel and frequency-limited channel is in identical form, only with corresponding domain's parameter respectively.
Notice that also the noise power spectral density N 0 in each domain has the same value with different scale.
C. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SYSTEM SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY η = C /B AND NORMALIZED SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO E b /N 0 Due to OVXDM is equivalent to K independent parallel Gausian Channel, its capacity (spectral efficiency) and the normalized SNR is the sum of each sub-channel as:
From (47), in all sub-channels, we can obtain
In result,
In particular:
• If the inputs are binary data (+1, −1) in each independent parallel sub-channel, the spectral efficiency of each sub-channel is η k = 1,∀k = 0, 1, 2, · · · K − 1, then the total spectral efficiency is:
As a result at this case, spectral efficiency of the system and normalized threshold SNR are all K , which is the overlapping folds of OVXDM.
• If the inputs are quaternary data (+1,−1,+j,−j) in each independent parallel subchannel, the spectral efficiency of each sub-channels is
As a result at this case, spectral efficiency of the system is 2K , the normalized threshold SNR is 1.5K , where K is the overlapping folds of OVXDM. Theoretical bounds and several tested simulations at the level of bit error probability P b = 1 × 10 −5 in OVXDM are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 . When the spectral efficiency is below 20 bits/symbol, optimum ML decoding algorithms have been used, when the spectral efficiency is higher than 20 bits/symbol, some of our own fast decoding algorithms have been used, that definitely have some performance loss compared with the theoretical bound of OVXDM [2] , [3] , [5] . However that fully verified the huge advantage of the improved channel capacity as well as OVXDM. However, the performance of OVXDM with simple multiplexed waveforms still has a gap to the improved capacity. There are still lots of problems that should be deeply studied, particularly how to construct the optimum overlapping encoded structure to approach the OV bound.
VI. CONCLUSION
When channel transfer function H (f ) has a limited bandwidth B (single side) on AWGN channel, it is not enough to only employ independent time domain samples with interval 1/2 B. According to Overlapped Multiplexing Principle, it can also employ unlimited K cluster frequency domain samples with interval B/K . Channel capacity can be improved to KBlog 1 + P S N 0 KB while classic Shannon capacity only employs time domain independent samples and neglects frequency domain independent samples (K = 1) which can even carry much more information. Similarly, when the duration of channel impulse response h (t) is limited to T , it's not enough to only employ frequency independent samples with interval 1/T . According to Overlapped Multiplexing Principle, it can also employ unlimited K cluster time domain samples with interval T /K . Channel capacity can reach KTlog 1 + P S N 0 KB , while Shannon forgot to give such capacity. The paper reveals that a naturally overlapped multiplexing waveform in any even hybrid domain can construct Independent Parallel Gaussian Channel, which is the base of designing a communication system with ultra-high capacity.
It should be pointed out that Shannon is indeed a greatest scientist and pioneer. The information theory he created has always been guiding the development of communications. But even pioneers may also have some omissions or big omissions sometimes. In bandwidth limited channel, Shannon only considered time domain independent samples to carry data information but neglected frequency domain symbols, which can even carry much more data information. In addition, Shannon also neglected to derive the capacity of time-limited channel. The author's analyses indeed still follow Shannon's basic principles.
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